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Abstract. In this paper we use the decreasing diagrams technique to
show that a left-linear term rewrite system R is confluent if all its critical
pairs are joinable and the critical pair steps are relatively terminating
with respect to R. We further show how to encode the rule-labeling
heuristic for decreasing diagrams as a satisfiability problem. Experimen-
tal data for both methods are presented.

1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with automatically proving confluence of term rewrite
systems. Unlike termination, for which the interest in automation gave and con-
tinues to give rise to new methods and tools,3 automating confluence has received
little attention. Only very recently, the first confluence tool made its appearance:
ACP [2] implements Knuth and Bendix’ condition—joinability of critical pairs—
for terminating rewrite systems [14], several critical pair criteria for left-linear
rewrite systems [11,19,21], as well as divide and conquer techniques based on
persistence [1], layer-preservation [16], and commutativity [17].

For abstract rewrite systems, the decreasing diagrams technique of van Oost-
rom [20] subsumes all sufficient conditions for confluence. To use this technique
for term rewrite systems, a well-founded order on the rewrite steps has to be
supplied such that rewrite peaks can be completed into so-called decreasing di-
agrams.

We present two results in this paper. We show how to encode the rule-labeling
heuristic of van Oostrom [22] for linear rewrite systems as a satisfiability problem.
In this heuristic rewrite steps are labeled by the applied rewrite rule. By limiting
the number of steps that may be used to complete local diagrams, we obtain a
finite search problem which is readily transformed into a satisfiability problem.
Any satisfying assignment returned by a modern SAT or SMT solver is then
translated back into a concrete rule-labeling.

? The research described in this paper is the starting point of FWF (Austrian Science
Fund) project P22467 and the Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B) 22700009 of
the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.

3 http://termination-portal.org/wiki/Termination_Competition



Our second and main result employs the decreasing diagrams technique to
obtain a new confluence result for left-linear but not necessarily right-linear
rewrite systems. It requires that the rewrite steps involved in the generation
of critical pairs are relatively terminating with respect to the rewrite system.
This result can be viewed as a generalization of the two standard approaches for
proving confluence: orthogonality and joinability of critical pairs for terminat-
ing systems. In the non-trivial proof we use the self-labeling heuristic in which
rewrite steps are labeled by their starting term.

Throughout the paper we assume familiarity with the basics of term rewrit-
ing ([18]). In the next section we recall the decreasing diagrams technique and
present a small variation which better serves our purposes. Section 3 is devoted to
our main result. We prove that a locally confluent left-linear term rewrite system
is confluent if there are no infinite rewrite sequences that involve infinitely many
steps that were used in the generation of critical pairs. In Section 4 we explain
how this result is implemented. Moreover, we show how the rule-labeling heuris-
tic for decreasing diagrams can be transformed into a satisfiability problem.
Section 5 presents experimental data. In Section 6 we conclude with suggestions
for future research.

2 Decreasing Diagrams

We start this preliminary section by recalling the decreasing diagrams technique
for abstract rewrite systems (ARSs) from [20]. We write 〈A, {→α}α∈I〉 to denote
the ARS 〈A,→〉 where → is the union of →α for all α ∈ I. If J ⊆ I then →J

denotes the union of →α for all α ∈ J .
Let A = 〈A, {→α}α∈I〉 be an ARS and let > be a well-founded order on I.

For every α ∈ I we write <−→α for the union of →β for all β < α. If α, β ∈ I then

<−→αβ denotes the union of <−→α and <−→β . Moreover, we write <−→∗αβ for ( <−→αβ)∗.
We say that α and β are locally decreasing with respect to > and we write
LD>(α, β) if

α← · →β ⊆ <−→∗α· →=
β · <−→∗αβ · ∗αβ <←− · =

α← · ∗β <←−

Graphically (dashed arrows are implicitly existentially quantified and double-
headed arrows denote reflexive and transitive closure):
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The ARS A = 〈A, {→α}α∈I〉 is locally decreasing if there exists a well-founded
order > on I such that LD(α, β) for all α, β ∈ I.

Van Oostrom [20] obtained the following result.

Theorem 1. Every locally decreasing ARS is confluent. ut

Variations of this fundamental confluence result are presented in [3,12,13,22].
We present a version of Theorem 1 which is more suitable for our purposes.

Let A = 〈A, {→α}α∈I〉 be an ARS. Let (>,>) consist of a well-founded order
> on I together with a quasi-order > such that > ·> ·> ⊆ >. For every α ∈ I
we write 0−→α for the union of →β for all β 6 α and all β < α. (Note that
> ⊆ > need not hold.) We say that α and β are locally decreasing with respect
to (>,>) and we write LD(>,>)(α, β) if

α← · →β ⊆ <−→∗α· 0−→=
β · <−→∗αβ · ∗αβ <←− · =

α

0←− · ∗β <←−

The ARS A = 〈A, {→α}α∈I〉 is extended locally decreasing if there exists (>,>)
such that LD(>,>)(α, β) for all α, β ∈ I. Despite the name, from the proof of
the following theorem we infer that every extended locally decreasing ARS has
a locally decreasing presentation.

Theorem 2. Every extended locally decreasing ARS is confluent.

Proof. Let A = 〈A, {→α}α∈I〉 be extended locally decreasing with respect to
(>,>). We write Cα as the set of all β ∈ I with α > β and α 6> β. The set of all
such Cα is denoted by C. For every C ∈ C we write →C for the union of →α for
all α ∈ C. The well-founded order > on I can be lifted to C: Cα > Cβ if α > β.
If Cα = Cα′ , Cβ = Cβ′ , and α > β then α′ > α > β > β′ and thus α′ > β′

because of the requirement > ·> ·> ⊆ >. Hence > is well-defined on C. If β 6 α
and β < α then →β ⊆ →Cβ ⊆ <−→Cα . If β 6 α and β 6< α then β ∈ Cα and thus
→β ⊆ →Cα . Hence 0−→α ⊆ <−→Cα ∪→Cα . Now consider arbitrary sets C,D ∈ C
and let α ∈ C and β ∈ D. From the assumption LD(>,>)(α, β) we obtain

α← · →β ⊆ <−→∗α· 0−→=
β · <−→∗αβ · ∗αβ <←− · =

α

0←− · ∗β <←−

By construction, the latter relation is contained in

<−→∗C · <−→=
D · <−→∗CD · ∗

CD

<←− · =
C

<←− · ∗D <←−

Since
C← · →D =

⋃
α∈C, β∈D

α← · →β

we conclude LD>(C,D). According to Theorem 1, the ARS 〈A, {→C}C∈C〉 is
confluent. Since ⋃

α∈I
→α =

⋃
C∈C
→C

it follows that A is confluent. ut
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We are interested in the application of Theorems 1 and 2 for proving conflu-
ence of term rewrite systems (TRSs). Many sufficient conditions for confluence
of TRSs are based on critical pairs. Critical pairs are generated from overlaps.
An overlap (l1 → r1, p, l2 → r2)µ of a TRS R consists of variants l1 → r1 and
l2 → r2 of rules of R without common variables, a position p ∈ PosF (l2), and a
most general unifier µ of l1 and l2|p. If p = ε then we require that l1 → r1 and
l2 → r2 are not variants. The induced critical pair is (l2µ[r1µ]p, r2µ). Following
Dershowitz [5], we write s←o→ t to indicate that (s, t) is a critical pair.

In [22] van Oostrom proposed the rule-labeling heuristic in which rewrite
steps are partitioned according to the employed rewrite rules. If one can find
an order on the rules of a linear TRS such that every critical pair is locally
decreasing, confluence is guaranteed. A formalization of this heuristic is given
below where α←o→β denotes the set of critical pairs obtained from overlaps
(α, p, β)µ.

Theorem 3. A linear TRS R is confluent if there exists a well-founded order
> on the rules of R such that α←o→β ⊆ <−→∗α· 0−→=

β · <−→∗αβ · ∗αβ <←− · =
α

0←− · ∗β <←−
for all rewrite rules α, β ∈ R. Here > is the reflexive closure of >. ut

The heuristic readily applies to the following example from [10].

Example 4. Consider the linear TRS R consisting of the rewrite rules

1 : nats→ 0 : inc(nats) 4 : inc(x : y)→ s(x) : inc(y)
2 : hd(x : y)→ x 5: inc(tl(nats))→ tl(inc(nats))
3 : tl(x : y)→ y

There is one critical pair: inc(tl(0 : inc(nats))) 1←− inc(tl(nats)) 5−→ tl(inc(nats)).
We have

inc(tl(0 : inc(nats))) 3−→ inc(inc(nats))

tl(inc(nats)) 1−→ tl(inc(0 : inc(nats))) 4−→ tl(s(0) : inc(inc(nats))) 3−→ inc(inc(nats))

Hence the critical pair is locally decreasing with respect to the rule-labeling
heuristic together with the order 5 > 3, 4.

The following example (Vincent van Oostrom, personal communication) shows
that linearity in Theorem 3 cannot be weakened to left-linearity.

Example 5. Consider the TRS R consisting of the rewrite rules

1 : f(a, a)→ c 2: f(b, x)→ f(x, x) 3 : f(x, b)→ f(x, x) 4 : a→ b

There are three critical pairs: f(a, b) 4←− f(a, a) 1−→ c, f(b, a) 4←− f(a, a) 1−→ c, and
f(b, b) 2←− f(b, b) 3−→ f(b, b). Since f(a, b) 3−→ f(a, a) 1−→ c and f(b, a) 2−→ f(a, a) 1−→ c,
it follows that the critical pairs are locally decreasing by taking the order 4 > 2, 3.
Nevertheless, the conversion f(b, b)← f(b, a)← f(a, a)→ c reveals that R is not
confluent.

In the next section we impose a relative termination condition to obtain a
confluence criterion for possibly non-right-linear TRSs.
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3 Confluence via Relative Termination

Let R be a TRS. We denote the set

{l2µ→ l2µ[r1µ]p, l2µ→ r2µ | (l1 → r1, p, l2 → r2)µ is an overlap of R}

of rewrite steps that give rise to critical pairs of R by CPS(R). The rules in
CPS(R) are called critical pair steps. We say thatR is relatively terminating with
respect to S or that R/S is terminating if the relation →R/S =→∗S · →R · →∗S
is well-founded. The main result of this section (Theorem 16 below) states that
a left-linear locally confluent TRS R is confluent if CPS(R) is relatively ter-
minating with respect to R. Since CPS(R) is empty for every orthogonal TRS
R, this yields a generalization of orthogonality. In the proof we use decreasing
diagrams with the self-labeling heuristic in which rewrite steps are labeled by
their starting term. A key problem when trying to prove confluence in the ab-
sence of termination is the handling of duplicating rules. Parallel rewrite steps
are typically used for this purpose [11,17]. To anticipate future developments (cf.
Section 6) we use multi-steps instead. However, first we present a special case of
our main result in which duplicating rules are taken care of by requiring them
to be relatively terminating with respect to the non-duplicating ones.

Theorem 6. Let R be a left-linear TRS. Let Rd be the subset of duplicating
rules and Rnd the subset of non-duplicating rules in R. The TRS R is confluent
if ←o→ ⊆ ↓ and CPS(R) ∪Rd is relatively terminating with respect to Rnd.

Proof. We label rewrite steps by their starting term. Labels are compared with
respect to the strict order > =→+

(CPS(R)∪Rd)/Rnd
and the quasi-order > =→∗R.

Note that > is well-founded by the assumption that CPS(R) ∪ Rd is relatively
terminating with respect to Rnd. We show that all local peaks of R are extended
locally decreasing. Let s→ t1 and s→ t2 by applying the rewrite rules l1 → r1
and l2 → r2 at the positions p1 and p2. We may assume that l1 → r1 and
l2 → r2 do not share variables and thus there exists a substitution σ such that
s = s[l1σ]p1 = s[l2σ]p2 , t1 = s[r1σ]p1 , and t2 = s[r2σ]p2 . We distinguish three
cases.

1. If p1 ‖ p2 then t1 → u← t2 for the term u = s[r1σ, r2σ]p1,p2 . We have s > t1
if l1 → r1 is duplicating and s > t1 if l1 → r1 is non-duplicating. So in
both cases we have t1 0−→s u. Similarly, t2 0−→s u and thus we have local
decreasingness.

2. Suppose the redexes l1σ at position p1 and l2σ at position p2 overlap. If p1 =
p2 and l1 → r1 and l2 → r2 are variants then t1 = t2 and there is nothing
to prove. Assume without loss of generality that p1 6 p2. There exists a
substitution τ such that t1 = s[vτ ]p1 and t2 = s[uτ ]p1 with u ←o→ v. By
assumption u ↓ v and hence also t1 ↓ t2. Every label a in the valley between
t1 and t2 satisfies t1 > a or t2 > a. Since s→CPS(R) t1 and s→CPS(R) t2, it
follows that s > t1, t2. Hence s > a for every label a in the valley between
t1 and t2. Consequently, local decreasingness holds.
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3. In the remaining case we have a variable overlap. Assume without loss of
generality that p1 < p2. Let x be the variable in l1 whose position is above
p2 \ p1. Due to linearity of l1 we have t1 →∗ u ← t2 for some term u.
The number of steps in the sequence from t1 to u equals the number of
occurrences of the variable x in r1. If this number is not more than one then
local decreasingness is obtained as in the first case. If this number is more
than one then l1 → r1 is duplicating and hence s > t1. Therefore s > a for
every term a in the sequence from t1 to u. Moreover s > t2 or s > t2. Hence
also in this case we have local decreasingness. ut

Example 7. Consider the TRS R from [9, p.28] consisting of the rewrite rules

f(g(x))→ f(h(x, x)) g(a)→ g(g(a)) h(a, a)→ g(g(a))

The only critical pair f(g(g(a))) ←o→ f(h(a, a)) is clearly joinable. The TRS
CPS(R) ∪Rd consists of the rewrite rules

f(g(a))→ f(h(a, a)) f(g(a))→ f(g(g(a))) f(g(x))→ f(h(x, x))

and can be shown to be relatively terminating with respect to Rnd using the
method described at the beginning of Section 4. Hence the confluence of R is
concluded by Theorem 6.

The following example4 shows that left-linearity is essential in Theorem 6.

Example 8. Consider the non-left-linear TRS R

f(x, x)→ a f(x, g(x))→ b c→ g(c)

from [11]. Since CPS(R) ∪ Rd is empty, termination of (CPS(R) ∪ Rd)/Rnd is
trivial. However, R is not confluent because the term f(c, c) has two distinct
normal forms.

The termination of (CPS(R)∪Rd)/Rnd can be weakened to the termination
of CPS(R)/R. In the proof of Theorem 6 we showed the local decreasingness of
→R. The following example shows that this no longer holds under the weakened
termination assumption.

Example 9. Consider the orthogonal TRS R consisting of the two rules f(x)→
g(x, x) and a→ b. Consider the local peak f(b)← f(a)→ g(a, a). There are two
ways to complete the diagram:

f(a)

f(b)

g(a, a)

g(b, a)

g(b, b)

f(a)

f(a)

g(a,a)

g(b,a)

f(b)

f(a)

f(b)

g(a, a)

g(a, b)

g(b, b)

f(a)

f(a)

g(a,a)

g(a,b)

f(b)

4 This example contradicts [12, Theorem 4].
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Since CPS(R) is empty, neither of them is extended locally decreasing with
respect to the order in the proof of Theorem 6.

To address the problem, we first recall multi-steps (cf. [18]).

Definition 10. Let R be a TRS. The multi-step relation ◦−−→R (or simply ◦−−→)
is inductively defined as follows:

(1) x ◦−−→R x for all variables x,
(2) f(s1, . . . , sn) ◦−−→R f(t1, . . . , tn) if for each i we have si ◦−−→R ti, and
(3) lσ ◦−−→R rτ if l→ r ∈ R and σ ◦−−→R τ .

where σ ◦−−→R τ if xσ ◦−−→R xτ for all variables x.

The following result is well-known ([18, Lemma 4.7.12]).

Lemma 11. For every TRS R we have →R ⊆ ◦−−→R ⊆ →∗R. ut

The following lemma relates ◦−−→R to →CPS(R)/R. It is the key to prove our
main result.

Lemma 12. Let R be a TRS and l → r a left-linear rule in R. If lσ ◦−−→R t
then one of the following conditions holds:

(a) t ∈ {lτ, rτ} and σ ◦−−→R τ for some τ ,
(b) lσ →CPS(R) · ◦−−→R t and lσ →CPS(R) rσ.

Proof. We may write lσ = C[s1, . . . , sn] ◦−−→R C[t1, . . . , tn] = t where si ◦−−→R ti
is obtained by case (3) in the definition of ◦−−→R for all 1 6 i 6 n. If n = 0 then
lσ = t and hence we can take τ = σ to satisfy condition (a). So let n > 0. Let pi
be the position of si in lσ. We distinguish two cases.

– Suppose that p1, . . . , pn /∈ PosF (l). We define a substitution τ as follows.
For x ∈ Var(l) let q be the (unique) position in PosV(l) such that l|q = x.
Let P = {pi | pi > q} be the set of positions in lσ of those terms s1, . . . , sn
that occur in σ(x). We define τ(x) as the term that is obtained from σ(x)
by replacing for all pi ∈ P the subterm si at position pi\q with ti. We have
t = lτ and σ ◦−−→R τ , so condition (a) is satisfied.

– In the remaining case at least one position among p1, . . . , pn belongs to
PosF (l). Without loss of generality we assume that p1 ∈ PosF (l). Since
s1 ◦−−→R t1 is obtained by case (3), s1 = l1µ and t1 = r1ν for some rewrite
rule l1 → r1 and substitutions µ and ν with µ ◦−−→R ν. We assume that
l1 → r1 and l→ r share no variables. Hence we may assume that µ = σ. We
distinguish two further cases.

• If l1 → r1 and l → r are variants and p1 = ε then n = 1, C = 2, and
lσ = s1 = l1σ ◦−−→R r1ν = t. Because l1 → r1 and l → r are variants,
there exists a substitution τ such that rτ = r1ν and σ ◦−−→R τ . So in
this case condition (a) is satisfied.
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• If l1 → r1 and l → r are not variants or p1 6= ε then there exists an
overlap (l1 → r1, p1, l → r)θ such that lσ = lσ[l1σ]p1 is an instance of
lθ = lθ[l1θ]p1 . The TRS CPS(R) contains the rules lθ → lθ[r1θ]p1 and
lθ → rθ. The latter rule is used to obtain lσ →CPS(R) rσ. An application
of the former rule yields lσ →CPS(R) lσ[r1σ]p1 . From σ ◦−−→R ν we infer
that r1σ ◦−−→R r1ν = t1. Hence lσ →CPS(R) lσ[r1σ]p1 ◦−−→R lσ[t1]p1 =
C[t1, s2, . . . , sn] ◦−−→∗R C[t1, . . . , tn] = t. The ◦−−→R-steps can be com-
bined into a single one and hence condition (b) is satisfied. ut

The following example shows that both conditions in Lemma 12 can occur.

Example 13. Consider the TRS R consisting of the rules f(g(x), y) → h(x, y),
g(a)→ b, and a→ c. Let l→ r be the first rule, t = f(b, c), and σ = {x, y 7→ a}.
We have lσ ◦−−→R t with t satisfying condition (b) in Lemma 12: lσ →CPS(R)

f(b, a) ◦−−→R t and lσ →CPS(R) rσ. Note that condition (a) is not satisfied. If we
take t = f(g(a), c) or t = h(g(c), c) then condition (a) is satisfied but condition
(b) is not.

The following example shows the necessity of left-linearity in the preceding
lemma.

Example 14. Consider the TRS R consisting of the rewrite rules f(x, x)→ b and
a → b. Let l → r be the former rule, t = f(a, b), and σ = {x 7→ a}. We have
lσ ◦−−→R t but t satisfies neither condition in Lemma 12.

The final preliminary lemma states some obvious closure properties.

Lemma 15. Let > and > be closed under contexts.

1. If t <◦−−→∗s u then C[t] <◦−−→∗C[s] C[u].
2. If t 0◦−−→=

s u then C[t] 0◦−−→=
C[s] C[u].

3. Let > =→∗R and > ·> ·> ⊆ >. If s > t and t ◦−−→∗ u then t

<◦−−→∗s u.

Proof. Straightforward. ut

After these preliminaries we are ready for the main result. In order to antic-
ipate future developments (see Section 6), we avoid the use of advanced results
from the confluence literature in the proof.

Theorem 16. A left-linear TRS R is confluent if ←o→ ⊆ ↓ and CPS(R)/R
is terminating.

Proof. Because of Lemma 11, it is sufficient to prove confluence of ◦−−→R. We
show that the relation ◦−−→R is extended locally decreasing with respect to
the source labeling. Labels are compared with respect to the strict order > =
→+

CPS(R)/R and the quasi-order > =→∗R. We show that

s ◦←−− · ◦−−→s ⊆

0◦−−→=
s ·

<◦−−→∗s · ∗s

<◦←−− · =
s

0◦←−−

for all terms s by well-founded induction on the order (>∪�)+. In the base case
s is a variable and the inclusion trivially holds. Let s = f(s1, . . . , sn). Suppose
t ◦←−− s ◦−−→ u. We distinguish the following cases, depending on the derivation
of s ◦−−→ t and s ◦−−→ u.
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– Neither s ◦−−→ t nor s ◦−−→ u is obtained by (1), because s is not a variable.
Suppose both s ◦−−→ t and s ◦−−→ u are obtained by (2). Then t and u can
be written as f(t1, . . . , tn) and f(u1, . . . , un). Fix i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We have
ti ◦←−− si ◦−−→ ui. By the induction hypothesis there exist t′i, u

′
i, and vi such

that

ti

0◦−−→=
si t
′
i

<◦−−→∗si vi
∗
si

<◦←−− u′i =
si

0◦←−− ui

With repeated applications of Lemma 15(1,2) we obtain

t

0◦−−→=
s f(t′1, . . . , t

′
n) <◦−−→∗s f(v1, . . . , vn) ∗s

<◦←−− f(u′1, . . . , u
′
n) =

s

0◦←−− u

– Suppose s ◦−−→ t or s ◦−−→ u is obtained by (3). Without loss of generality
we assume that s ◦−−→ t is obtained by (3), i.e., s = lσ, t = rτ , and σ ◦−−→ τ .
Following Lemma 12, we distinguish the following two cases for lσ ◦−−→ u.

• Suppose u ∈ {lµ, rµ} for some µ with σ ◦−−→ µ. Fix x ∈ Var(l). We have
xτ ◦←−− xσ ◦−−→ xµ. By the induction hypothesis there exist terms tx,
ux, and vx such that

xτ 0◦−−→=
xσ tx

<◦−−→∗xσ vx ∗
xσ

<◦←−− ux =
xσ

0◦←−− xµ

Define substitutions τ ′, ν, and µ′ as follows: τ ′(x) = tx, ν(x) = vx, and
µ′(x) = ux for all x ∈ Var(l), and τ ′(x) = ν(x) = µ′(x) = x for all
x /∈ Var(l). We obtain

t 0◦−−→=
s rτ

′ <◦−−→∗s rν ∗s

<◦←−− rµ′ =
s

0◦←−− u

by repeated applications of Lemma 15(1,2).

• In the remaining case we have s →CPS(R) u
′ ◦−−→ u for some term u′ as

well as s→CPS(R) rσ. Clearly rσ ◦−−→ rτ = t. Since R is locally confluent
(due to←o→ ⊆ ↓), there exists a term v′ such that rσ →∗ v′ ∗← u′ and
thus also rσ ◦−−→∗ v′ ∗ ◦←−− u′. We have s > rσ and s > u′. Lemma 15(3)
ensures that rσ <◦−−→∗s v′ ∗s

<◦←−− u′. For every term v with s > v we have

v ◦←−− · ◦−−→v ⊆

0◦−−→=
v ·

<◦−−→∗v · ∗v

<◦←−− · =
v

0◦←−−

by the induction hypothesis. Hence the ARS 〈T (F ,V), { ◦−−→v}v<s〉 is
locally decreasing and therefore the relation

<◦−−→s =
⋃
v<s

◦−−→v
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is confluent. This is used to obtain the diagram

s

rσ

t ·

u′ u

v′

·

◦<s

◦<

s

◦<

s

◦<s

◦<s

◦<

s
◦<

s

◦<s

CPS(R)

CPS(R)

CR( <◦−−→s)

CR( <◦−−→s)

from which we conclude that t <◦−−→∗s · ∗s
<◦←−− u.

ut

The above result can also be proved using Lemma 12 in connection with the
conversion version of decreasing diagrams together with the predecessor labeling
diagrams [22] in which steps s ◦−−→ t are labeled by terms u such that u →∗ s
(Vincent van Oostrom, personal communication).

Example 17. Suppose we extend the TRS R of Example 4 by the rewrite rule

d(x : y)→ x : (x : d(y))

The resulting TRS R′ has the same critical pair as R and CPS(R′) consists of

inc(tl(nats))→ tl(inc(nats)) inc(tl(nats))→ inc(tl(0 : inc(nats)))

By taking the matrix interpretation ([7])

incM(x) =
(

1 0
1 0

)
x hdM(x) = x 0M =

(
0
0

)
natsM =

(
0
1

)
tlM(x) =

(
1 1
1 0

)
x sM(x) =

(
1 1
0 0

)
x

dM(x) =
(

1 1
1 1

)
x :M(x,y) =

(
1 1
1 1

)
x+ y

we obtain R′ ⊆ >M and CPS(R′) ⊆ >M:

[inc(tl(nats))]M =
(

1
1

)
>

(
0
0

)
= [tl(inc(nats))]M = [inc(tl(0 : inc(nats)))]M

10



Hence CPS(R′)/R′ is terminating and Theorem 16 yields the confluence of R′.
Note that Theorem 6 does not apply because CPS(R′) ∪ R′d is not relatively
terminating with respect to R′nd; consider the term d(nats).

Replacing CPS(R) in Theorem 16 by CPS′(R) = {l1µ → r1µ, l2µ → r2µ |
(l1 → r1, p, l2 → r2)µ is an overlap of R} yields a correct but strictly weaker con-
fluence criterion as termination of CPS′(R)/R implies termination of CPS(R)/R
but not vice versa; CPS′(R′)/R′ in Example 17 is not terminating.

The next example explains why one cannot replace CPS(R) by one of its
subsets CPSo(R) = {l2µ → r2µ | (l1 → r1, p, l2 → r2)µ is an overlap of R} and
CPSi(R) = {l2µ→ l2µ[r1µ]p | (l1 → r1, p, l2 → r2)µ is an overlap of R}.

Example 18. Consider the TRSs R1 = {f(a) → c, f(b) → d, a → b, b → a}
and R2 = {a → c, b → d, f(a) → f(b), f(b) → f(a)}. Both TRSs are locally
confluent but not confluent. We have CPSo(R1) = {f(a) → c, f(b) → d} and
CPSi(R2) = {f(a)→ f(c), f(b)→ f(d)}. It is easy to see that CPSo(R1)/R1 and
CPSi(R2)/R2 are terminating.

An easy extension of our main result is obtained by excluding critical pair
steps from CPS(R) that give rise to trivial critical pair steps. The proof is based
on the observation that Lemma 12 still holds for this modification of CPS(R).

4 Automation

Concerning the automation of Theorem 16, for checking relative termination we
use the following criteria of Geser [8]:

Theorem 19. For TRSs R and S, R/S is terminating if

1. R = ∅,
2. R∪ S is terminating, or
3. there exist a well-founded order > and a quasi-order > such that > and >

are closed under contexts and substitutions, > ·> ·> ⊆ >, R∪ S ⊆ >, and
(R \>)/(S \>) is terminating.

Based on this result, termination of CPS(R)/R is shown by repeatedly using
the last condition to simplify CPS(R) and R. As soon as the first condition ap-
plies, termination is concluded. If the first condition does not apply and the third
condition does not make progress, we try to establish termination of CPS(R)∪R
using the termination tool TTT2 [15]. For checking the third condition we use ma-
trix interpretations [7].

In the remainder of this section we show how to implement Theorem 3. We
start by observing that the condition of Theorem 3 is undecidable even for locally
confluent TRSs.

Lemma 20. The following decision problem is undecidable:

11



instance: a finite locally confluent linear TRS R,
question: are all critical pairs locally decreasing with respect to the

rule-labeling heuristic?

Proof. We provide a reduction from the problem whether two (arbitrary) ground
terms in a linear non-overlapping TRS are joinable. The latter is undecid-
able as an easy consequence of the encoding of Turing machines as linear non-
overlapping TRSs, see e.g. [18]. So let S be a (finite) linear non-overlapping TRS
and let s and t be arbitrary ground terms. We extend S with fresh constants
a, b and the rewrite rules {a → s, b → t, a → b, b → a} to obtain the TRS R.
If s and t are joinable (in S) then all its all critical pairs are locally decreasing
by ordering all rules in S below the above four rules If s and t are not joinable,
then no order on the rules will make the critical pairs locally decreasing with
respect to the rule-labeling heuristic. So confluence of R can be established by
the rule-labeling heuristic if and only if the terms s and t are joinable in S. ut

By putting a bound on the number of steps to check joinability we obtain a
decidable condition for (extended) local decreasingness:

l2[r1]pµ

at most k steps︷ ︸︸ ︷

<−→∗α· 0−→=
β · <−→∗αβ ·

at most k steps︷ ︸︸ ︷
∗

αβ

<←− · =
α

0←− · ∗β <←− r2µ

for each overlap (l1 → r1, p, l2 → r2)µ of R with α = l1 → r1 and β = l2 → r2.
Below we reduce this to precedence constraints of the form

φ ::= > | ⊥ | φ ∨ φ | φ ∧ φ | α > α | α > α

where α stands for variables corresponding to the rules in R. From the encodings
of termination methods for term rewriting, we know that the satisfiability of such
precedence constraints is easily determined by SAT or SMT solvers (cf. [4,23]).

Definition 21. For terms s, t and k > 0, a pair ((γ1, . . . , γm), (δ1, . . . , δn)) is
called a k-join instance of (s, t) if m,n 6 k, γ1, . . . , γm, δ1, . . . , δn ∈ R, and

s→γ1 · · · · · →γm · δn← · · · · · δ1← t

The embedding order w on sequences is defined as (a1, . . . , an) w (ai1 , . . . , aim)
whenever 1 6 i1 < · · · < im 6 n. The set of all minimal (with respect to w×w)
k-join instances of (s, t) is denoted by Jk(s, t). We define Φαβ((γ1, . . . , γn)) as

∨
i6n

(∧
j<i

α > γj ∧ Ψi,n
)

with Ψi,n denoting > if i = n and

β > γi ∧
∧

i<j6n

(α > γj ∨ β > γj)

12



if i < n. Furthermore, RLk(R) denotes the conjunction of∨{
Φl1→r1l2→r2(γ) ∧ Φl2→r2l1→r1(δ)

∣∣ (γ, δ) ∈ Jk(l2[r1]pµ, r2µ)
}

for all overlaps (l1 → r1, p, l2 → r2)µ of R.

The only non-trivial part of the encoding is the minimality condition in
Jk(s, t). The next lemma explains why non-minimal pairs can be excluded from
the set and Example 23 shows the benefit of doing so.

Lemma 22. If Φαβ(δ) is satisfiable and δ w γ then Φαβ(γ) is satisfiable.

Proof. Straightforward. ut

We illustrate the encoding on a concrete example.

Example 23. Consider the TRS R of Example 4. We show how RL4(R) is com-
puted. There is a single overlap (1, 11, 5)ε resulting in the critical pair s←o→ t
with s = inc(tl(0 : inc(nats))) and t = tl(inc(nats)). Its 4-join instances are

((3), (1, 4, 3)) ((3, 1), (1, 4, 3, 1)) ((3, 1), (1, 4, 1, 3)) ((3, 1), (1, 1, 4, 3))
((1, 3), (1, 4, 3, 1)) ((1, 3), (1, 4, 1, 3)) ((1, 3), (1, 1, 4, 3))

Only the first one belongs to J4(s, t) and hence RL4(R) = Φ1
5((3))∧Φ5

1((1, 4, 3))
with Φ1

5((3)) = 5 > 3 ∨ 1 > 3 and

Φ5
1((1, 4,3)) = (1 > 1 ∧ (1 > 4 ∨ 5 > 4) ∧ (1 > 3 ∨ 5 > 3))

∨ (5 > 1 ∧ 1 > 4 ∧ (1 > 3 ∨ 5 > 3)) ∨ (5 > 1 ∧ 5 > 4 ∧ 1 > 3)
∨ (5 > 1 ∧ 5 > 4 ∧ 5 > 3)

This formula is satisfied by taking (e.g.) the order 5 > 3, 4. Hence, the conflu-
ence of R is concluded by local decreasingness with respect to the rule labeling
heuristic using at most 3 steps to close critical pairs.

Theorem 24. A linear TRS R is confluent if RLk(R) is satisfiable for some
k > 0. ut

5 Experimental Results

We tested our methods on a collection of 425 TRSs, consisting of the 103 TRSs
in the ACP distribution,5 the TRSs of Examples 5, 17, and 18, and those TRSs
in version 5.0 of the Termination Problems Data Base6 that are either non-
terminating or not known to be terminating. (Systems that have extra variables
in right-hand sides of rewrite rules are excluded.) The results are summarized in
Table 1. The following techniques are used to produce the columns: (a) Knuth
5 http://www.nue.riec.tohoku.ac.jp/tools/acp/
6 http://termination-portal.org/wiki/TPDB
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

YES 20 81 67 49 100 107 135
timeout (60 s) 0 0 0 3 4 3 17

Table 1. Summary of experimental results

and Bendix’ criterion [14]: termination and joinability of all critical pairs, (b)
orthogonality, (c) Theorem 24 with k = 4, (d) Theorem 6, (e) Theorem 16, (f)
the extension of Theorem 16 mentioned at the end of Section 3 in which critical
pair steps that generate trivial critical pairs are excluded from CPS(R), and
(g) ACP [2]. To obtain the data in columns (a)–(f) we slightly extended the
open source termination tool TTT2. For the data in column (c) the SAT solver
MiniSat [6] is used. Since local confluence is undecidable (for non-terminating
TRSs), in (c)–(f) it is approximated by ←o→ ⊆

⋃
{→i · j← | i, j 6 4}.

ACP proves that 198 of the 424 TRSs are not confluent. Of the remaining
226 TRSs, local confluence can be shown using at most 4 rewrite steps from
both terms in every critical pair for 187 TRSs. Moreover, of these 187 TRSs, 148
are left-linear and 76 are linear. As a final remark, the combination of (c) and
(f) proves that 129 TRSs are confluent, (a)+(c)+(f) shows confluence for 134
TRSs, and (c)+(f)+(g) shows confluence for 145 TRSs. These numbers clearly
show that both our results have a role to play.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented two results based on the decreasing diagrams tech-
nique for proving confluence of TRSs. For linear TRSs we showed how the rule-
labeling heuristic can be implemented by means of an encoding as a satisfiability
problem and we employed the self-labeling heuristic to obtain the result that an
arbitrary left-linear locally confluent TRS is confluent if its critical pair steps
are relatively terminating with respect to its rewrite rules. We expect that both
results will increase the power of ACP [2].

As future work we plan to investigate whether the latter result can be
strengthened by decreasing the set CPS(R) of critical pair steps that need to
be relatively terminating with respect to R. We anticipate that some of the
many critical pair criteria for confluence that have been proposed in the litera-
ture (e.g. [11,21]) can be used for this purpose. The idea here is to exclude the
critical pair steps that give rise to critical pairs whose joinability can be shown
by the conditions of the considered criterion. Another direction for future work
is to determine whether the conversion version of decreasing diagrams [22] can
increase the power of automatic confluence tools. Last but not least, in order
to certify the output of such tools, we plan to formalize the confluence results
presented in this paper in the Isabelle proof assistant.
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